Appeal to the Students

It is a matter of pride that all co-operation from you, we are able to fight with the Pandemic of Corona infection within the Campus of RPCAU. And I feel pleasure that by now nobody infected with Corona virus inside the Campus, I hope you all are also may be healthy, hale & hearty at your place. In this connection, I hereby request to you to take the immunization doses for Corona virus and also communicate, and encourage to your bosom friends & colleagues to take vaccination doses at your native place. As our Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor and we all wish for your healthy life and expects for your studies in a good way with bright future, and in turn to bring laurels and shine the name of your University, the RPCAU. I would like to emphasize that to handle the Pandemic condition and situations the administration has to take some bold and tough steps to rectify, and smooth run the functions of the system. On such events you need not to be afraid for such decision.

My dear students, we are expecting and planning to start the off-line classes and practicals in near future. In this connection, we expect your support so that when you are being called for the classes, you are advised to come with the completion of vaccination dose (both 1st and 2nd) and whenever you are coming, you are advised to bring the Vaccination Certificate along with you while coming to the University being it is mandatory to show and deposit to the authorities. Further, we suggest that while coming to the University, after our call, you need to come with the Corona Antigen or test with RT-PCR test of dated within one week period, which you have to deposit to the University Authorities. This will be very useful and satisfying to your colleagues students and the whole campus. Failing with, and not producing the Vaccination Certificate you will not be allowed to stay in the Hostel and also to sit in the class rooms for lectures.

I hope, you all must have understood our request, suggestion and advice for general welfare of our RPCAU family, in which you also belong, for the better health status of the Campus.

(Prem Prakash Srivastava)
Registrar

CC to:
1. The Secretary to the V.C. for kind information of the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, RPCAU, Pusa
2. All Dean/Director of Education/DSW, RPCAU, Pusa for information.
3. Officer-in-Charge, ARIS Cell, RPCAU, Pusa to upload on the University website.